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Framing the shot

Improving your photography skills can hold public attention a bit longer to make a point.
Like a storybook you’re developing a strategic narrative for busy, overwhelmed people who
need to be #Woke, and supporters to keep them informed.

Composition: These are a few methods that have worked for thousands of years to
hold the eye of the viewer. If we can grab their eye and hold their attention for .3 seconds or
longer, there’s an opportunity to impart the main point of what you want to communicate.
This can help build awareness and understanding.

Rule of Thirds - Visually
divide your subject into three parts,
vertically and horizontally. Play
with centering the focal point and
with placing it off-center.

Left to Right - Many
people are conditioned to
read both text and image
from upper left to lower right.
Place your impact-point in the
lower right and lead them
with the story from the left.

Fibonacci Spiral - Found all over the place in nature, and used in architecture
for thousands of years. Composing a shot using this method will reach the subconscious of your viewer, and appeal to them. The point is to work with what is subconsciously familiar to assert a point that may be new to them.
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On the level - Try out different
vertical position with your photos,
sometimes getting on the ground-level
can add impact.

Diagonal - Leading the eye
through your image using a diagonal
line can add a sense of action and
drama to a photo.
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Close up - Zoom in on your point. With a phone this means getting closer. With a
camera or a phone, the more you zoom, the greater the chance of blur. Sadly, this newt
may have been dead, but they tend to move slowly.

Emotion: If you can trigger the emotion of
a person you have a much greater chance of
making your point.

Reflections:
Mirrored images are
interesting to look at, and
symbolic of the above &
below dynamic.
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Security Culture

In defending the sacred, we are challenging systems of oppression. It is important to protect
the general movement as much as possible, and to avoid documenting things that may get
others in trouble later. Infiltrators are an increasing risk in peaceful non-violent gatherings,
and documenting what they’re doing will only add to their damage to others.
A lot of the time we are not in conflict situations, and need to remember to be respectful of
all people and different cultural values.
• Don’t photograph children or horses without consent of the parents or riders.
• Don’t photograph faces of the crowd in an action, unless the person is being arrested.
Focus instead on the law-enforcement or private security agents.
• Avoid license plates as much as possible, unless it’s the latter.
• Don’t document ceremonies unless you have express permission to do so.
Arrive at one 15-20 minutes early in order to request such permission, or ask their
permission ahead of time, there are some who want to share some of these moments.
• *If someone does not want to be recorded, respect their wishes and turn off your
camera, pointing it away from them, no questions.
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Phone Settings
In-phone cameras share a couple of settings (most times) for taking the photo and editing
them. At the end of this section a couple of apps are recommended for further shot capability
and editing.

Tap to Focus: Before you take your photo, tap on your subject on the screen to
bring the focus to it.

Portrait Mode: Softens the surrounding elements bringing focus to your subject.
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Light: You can also tap on the lightest point on your screen to make the rest of your
photo look more realistic, and avoid wash-out.

You can play with the position of the phone in relation to the light also, making your subject
more visible.

Magic Hours: Everything looks better in the first hour of sunrise and last hour at

sunset. Midday sun tends to flatten every image you want to take, but partly cloudy days
can still be interesting. When you have the option, wake up early... it’s like hunting for the
perfect photo.
Cloudy days can help soften sunlight and work well for grim subjects.

Indoor Photos: These can be tricky and often dark, making it harder to under-

stand what’s important about the photo. Steady the camera using a phone tripod if you have
one, if not, steady it with a book, or leverage it on a table or pile of books. Remember to tap
your subject of focus, and position the camera and your subject so that the light is pointed at
them, not at you.
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Editing Your Photo: For realistic story-telling, avoid filters. Try to get the

lighting, focus and composition figured out first, and then edit it just enough to enhance the
point you want to make. This will make your work more believable.
You can make a dramatic point with further editing, developing your art and use these works
as a feature or leading point of emphasis.
Exposure: Play with making an image a bit darker to begin with, and then lighten the
shadows or black point to make the photo more sharp.
Brilliance: Will add or reduce light over all.
Increase Contrast: A little goes a long way.
Increase or Reduce Saturation: Depending on the feeling you want to
inspire. If it’s a dire situation, taking the color out of it can make it feel more accurate.
If you want to raise people’s spirits, an increase in color can help.

Creatively crop your image: A lot of times you don’t need everything in the
photo to make your point. Too much info can be distracting. Cut it out!
Remember to make clean selections in photos.
a. Avoid leaving anything that just touches the edge of the photo. Either leave a little room
or cut into the subject a bit, so that people can look at your main focus.
b. Be selective. If the added things in the photo don’t help you make your point,
take them out.
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Crash-Course Digital Camera
Digital cameras come in all types, with varying pixel depth. Many of the newer ones
will make your job a lot easier. Most of them have a series of automatic settings.
These are great to use while you’re learning, but learning the manual settings will
help you capture greater clarity far away. You’ll also be able to create a richer image
and avoid washing your subject out by playing some with the manual settings.

Format Your SD Card: Before your first photo dig into your camera

menu settings and format your card. This will erase any existing photos on there so
check first.

Set Your Resolution to Raw and Large: In your camera menu
look for Photo Quality and set it to L (large) with the solid pie slice shape. This will
take up storage space on your camera but will give you the best image to work with.

Set the Time and Date: Set the time and date for your records and for

historical records. This will help you organize your work later.

Automatic without flash: Best option for automatic photos. Avoid the
flash it will definitely wash your subject out and you’ll capture a red-eye reflection.

Action: Good for subjects you may be trying to photograph from a car, runners,
or live-action moments.
Portrait: When you’re focusing on an individual person, plant, or still animal.

It can help your background to look softer bringing further definition to your main
point.

Landscape: Any outdoor setting.
Night Photo: Use a tripod for this, the exposure time is longer to track the
limited light, making it nearly impossible not to make the image blur.
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Moving Into Manual: Quickly look at the ISO and F-stop when your camera is
set to automatic with no flash. Flip back to manual mode and duplicate those settings. Take a
test shot to see where your lighting is at in the viewfinder window (available on many digital
cameras). Make the shutter speed a little bit faster and you will usually get more color in the
sky and everywhere else.
Using the manual mode can help
capture detail that automatic
settings can’t come close to.
Important for action situations, and
for having a clear picture of a focal
point, at a safe distance.

Seeding Sovereignty is blessed
to have partnerships with some
expert media mentors who will
provide in-depth training on camera use. Visit seedingsovereignty.
org to find out more about how
to support our work.
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Organizing Your Photos

By following these methods you will generate a lot of photos quickly. It is important to be
selective with your photos, reviewing them to pick the strongest and most relevant images.
Don’t worry, you don’t have to forget about the rest of them. You should keep them and save
them in a file for legal and historical archiving. In this work it is difficult to know what you’ve
captured in an active situation, you may cover more than is relevant, but it may have value
for others.

Ways to get your photos to the computer to edit.

1. SD Card reader in the laptop. Many have this, some do not, and you may need an attachment to read the camera card.
2. USB cable for the camera to the computer. Plug it in, turn on the camera and wait for
an additional folder or prompt to open one to access your files. In either case, move all the
photos over to your hard drive in a folder named and dated for your project.

Example: 8_5_17_KXLHearingsNE

Avoid spaces and any special characters to dodge file issues. Underscores _ Hyphens - and
Periods . are ok.

File Naming: Organize your files by date taken. Create folders within a project

named like the example. Save a folder within that one titled Original and place all of your
raw images in that.

Curate: To make selections
Categorize: As shown in the above folder screenshot
Save your work: Often. It’s never too much. Save your work every hour or so.
2 Back Ups: Back up to an external Hard Drive every week to protect your work.
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Shoot More Than You Need
It is weird saying that in this movement, in the protection of limited resources, where
we are honoring and incorporating indigenous values, but it is best to shoot more
than you think you need. There are many situations when you don’t have a lot of
time, and these are the moments to just point and snap, a lot. During a march for
example, you will run up to the head of the march, where the lead message usually
is, and then scramble to capture the masses moving by.

Try Several Different Shots for each Subject: Different light settings, angles, and
moving around yourself to align shots will give you options.
If you are taking someone’s portrait, talk with them a bit, help them get comfortable
with you as best you can. Remember the composition suggestion and move the
camera around to frame the person in a focused way. If they’re in a moment that will
help you tell their story, include some element of it, such as a banner in a march, or
the scene behind them.
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